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Golden Harvest 2013 distinguished as “Sweet Wine of the Year” and awarded 96 points in the Special
Report Chile 2021, by Tim Atkin.
V I N E YA R D
This unique Chilean wine is produced in small amount, 100% by hand and only under
special climate conditions. Comes from El Ensueño, located in the coolest sector of the
Casablanca Valley, wich also has the greatest incidence of morning sea-mist coming from
the coast. This condition, occurring during the summer or ipening period, raises the
relative humidity and so encourages the development of Botrytis Cinerea, a fungus that
produces the coveted “Noble Rot”. The summer produced a perfect combination of high
coastal humidity at dawn with sunshine at midday and very cool everings. These were
ideal conditions for achieving the development of the fungus, wich slowly dehydrated the
grapes, producing a notable concentration and generations of raisins in late autumn.
V INIF ICATION
During the autumn, when the leaves have already fallen from the vine, partial harvesting
is carried out, selecting those clusters where most grapes have become raisins. Then, in the
winery, the individual raisins are selected and pressed, so that two types of juice are
obtained, that coming from grapes in process of becoming raisins and a kind of honey
obtained from the raisins themselves. Both are fermented in casks for almost a year, with
the sweetness gradually being transformed into delicious wine. Then they are added to the
must in a proportion equivalent to 6 puttonyos of botrytized grape. Once the yeasts are
exhausted, the wine is kept for a second year in its original casks, prior to bottling. This
wine has long ageing potential, due to is origin, raw material, vindication and
extraordinary ingredients, and we foresee and outstanding evolution.
After the 2000 and 2007 versions, 2013 was the first vintage in which Ricardo Baettig and
his winemaking team managed to impress our Golden Harvest with the high quality
standards and the particular stamp that Pablo Morandé transmitted to them.

T ASTING N OTES
Colour: intense, luminous yellow, with a patina of old and highly attractive, syrupy,
dense appearance.
Aroma: reminiscent of orange blossom, magnolias and fruits: apricots, quinces and
dried peaches, crystallised papayas and white melon syrup. Perfumed and evocative.
Flavour: a deliciously dense, sweet sensation combining a fresh taste of fruit with
complex preserves. This is a full, generous, delectable wine, progressing with elegance
and finesse, noble and complex as the honey of kings.
Tº: 12°C.
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